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Create a new outdoor experience

CLASSIC TENSILE SAILS

For both private and commercial use, tensile
sails are made of high quality materials.
Completely tailormade, offer a High end
solution for almost every need, architectural,
aesthetical and functional.
Very flexible, the tensile sails can be installed
almost everywhere, providing with shade
during the day, while beeing decorative at the
same time.

The shape can be designed by
our engineers, or the client can
provide us his own drawing
and ideas. Our purpose is to
meet his aesthetical demands
and create a contemporary
shading system.
The canvas can be made by
different materials. Can be
solid blackout or solid PVC
and can also be perforated,
allowing the area to breathe
and protect form UV rays at
the same time.

SUNWORKER perforated canvas

SUNBLOCK solid canvas

CLASSIC TENSILE SAILS

CLASSIC TENSILE SAILS
MATERIALS
Tensile sails can be manufactured using different
materials, meeting the clients requirements and
demands.
Canvas accessories
- Welded canvas
- Stainless steel cables inside the canvas with
turnbuckles
- Stainless steel tensioning aparatus
- Galvanized steel or stainless steel flange
Pillars
- Galvanized steel or stainless steel pillars of
different dimensions depending on the
structure
- Welded hooks in fixed positions
- Stainless steel cables and accessories
DESIGN
- Flat version
- Pitched version
- HyPar version
Flat Version
It is used ONLY if the canvas is perforated. In
solid products the water will remain on the
structure and damage it.
Pitched version
It is used if the client wants some water protection. In most cases the inclination must be over
15%-20%.
HyPar
This is the best design in case we need to cover
large areas (over 50 sqm) or we used solid
canvas. HyPar offers water protection and its
main characteristic are the different height in
every pillar.

ARCHITECTURAL TENSILE SAILS

With a unique desing and quality,
architectural sails are offering mostly
decoration and shade.
Manufactured upon request in almost
any shape and color, the sails can be
installed in the garden, a terrace, a hotel
entrance, a restaurant etc.
We can use any lighting system the
client requires to create a distinctive atmosphere and create a magical outdoor
space for you.

ARCHITECTURAL TENSILE SAILS

New self standing models
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